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Introduction

Infrastructure is fundamental to the liveability and productivity of any city and,
especially post-COVID cities would face the growing significance of suburban
infrastructure due to a strengthened preference for low-density living. Infrastructure
requires public land and lump-sum construction costs followed by maintenance.
Land-based infrastructure funding is based on three rationales. Firstly, there are
manifest effects of infrastructure on land value uplift. Secondly, it follows a user-pay
principle that landowners are the primary users of infrastructure required for urban
life. Thirdly, tax on land generates neither behavioural biases nor shift to tenants in
economic theory. This research addresses land-based infrastructure funding
mechanisms in place in Victoria, Australia and Seoul, South Korea. 

Figure 1. LR project sites in Seoul (left) and ICPs in Melbourne (right) (Source: SMG (1990 [2017])
and the VPA webpage)

Comparing Land-based Infrastructure Funding Mechanisms

In Victoria, the Infrastructure Contributions Plan (ICP) has been implemented
including one-off cash payments and 10-15% of land contributions. From 2017 to
date, six ICPs have been produced in new greenfield development sites along with
state-produced master plans, called Precinct Structure Plans (PSPs). Those six PSP
sites were as large as 5,537 ha or 923ha per PSP site. Those PSPs planned to have
public space as large as 587 ha, in total, providing community, recreation and open
space, transport and other public purpose land. The landowners were required to
give up 11.89%, respectively, for residential land and 4.85% for commercial/industrial
land on average. Their land contributions can ensure 521 ha in total accounting
almost for 90% of the planned public space. Furthermore, these six ICPs were
planned to cover substantial amounts of the required non-land infrastructure costs
ranging from 52% to 89% with an average of 77%. Without the ICPs, the state would
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have faced critical challenges to guarantee land for infrastructure and fund the
required cost. 
In Seoul, a Land Readjustment (LR) technique was employed by taking 30-40% of
net land from landowners (39 projects in the period 1960 – 1983). The South Korean
LR approach was implemented proactively at a large scale. South Korean LR
followed a full-cost recovery principle meaning all the required infrastructure cost
was funded by landowners. In contrast to the Victorian ICPs, LR required land
contributions only without cash payments. The average reduction rate of the
landowners was 38.9% ranging from 25% to 68%. With the contributed land, the
Seoul Metropolitan Government (SMG) ensured land for infrastructure and some
land, called reserve land, was reserved to fund the infrastructure by selling it. These
39 sites were as large as 12,787 ha, and 31.4% of them became public space
through LR.

In addition, the SMG secured reserve land as large as 1,742 ha in total. Although the
SMG had difficulty in selling them at the beginning due to low market confidence,
land booms followed as population grew, increasing the value of reserve land. In this
way, the SMG was able to achieve the full-cost recovery principle in providing
infrastructure. In other words, the SMG paid fiscally nothing for infrastructure. The
SMG played a role as a land manager and entrepreneur that was advertising reserve
land for sales by taking un-serviced land and giving back to the landowners serviced
land after deduction. Table 1 depicts a comparison of Victoria’s ICPs and Seoul’s LR.

Table 1 A comparison of land-based infrastructure funding approaches: Victoria and Seoul
ICP in Victoria LR in Seoul

# of projects 6 39
Total project area (ha) 5,537 12,787
Average project area 923 367
Location of projects Greenfield Greenfield and brownfield
Demographic background Population

increase
Population increase

Payment type Cash and land Land
Payment timing When planning

permit is issued.
At the beginning land is handed over for
pooling. Once land is serviced and ready for
development, the land after deduction is
returned to the landowners. 

% of landowners’
contribution to the required
infrastructure cost

77% 100%

% of landowners’
contribution to land for
infrastructure

89% 100%

Land use plan Comprehensive
master plan
(Guided by PSPs)

Fluid, incomplete plan
(changed over time)

Implementation periods From 2017 to date The 1960s to the 1980s
(exclusive of LR under the colonial rule)
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Both mechanisms rely on landowners’ contribution through cash payments and the
transfer of land assets to government. While Victoria has established a master plan
that guides ICPs, LR had room for change, which invited rent-seeking property
investors. 

Conclusion

These two land-based infrastructure funding mechanisms have been implemented
with population increases requiring new urban development. Both approaches raised
funds for infrastructure substantially with a varying degree that otherwise would not
be possible to create liveable environments. Those mechanisms limit landowners
from pocketing all gains from land value uplift as planning tools for land value
capture.


